Victory Pioneers International School

Grade Three
2017-2018
Dear Parent/Guardian,
As an extension of the regular literacy program, students are invited to participate in
V.P.I.S. Spelling Bee. This program will help to develop your child’s vocabulary, learn
new word definitions, be able to improve their reading comprehension, reasoning and
public speaking skills. Participation is voluntary and extracurricular. Students who join
will be supported by their teachers and mentors, we will need a commitment from
home to encourage some study time on a regular basis.
Every child will receive participation certificate and other consolation prizes. The
1st, 2nd and 3rd place finishers in each age categories will receive valuable prizes.
The final 3 contestants are required to study the challenging words for the final competition
on March 29, 2018.
For extra challenging words, kindly go through the next grade level.

Spelling Bee words Grade 3
1. assign

2. trouble

3. focus

4. dream

5. question

6. polish

7. broil

8. suggest

9. curious

10. thrown

11. alphabet

12. juggle

13. athlete

14. raisin

15. worthless

16. degree

17. cashier

18. quality

19. furniture

20. recess

21. wheelchair

22. practice

23. increase

24. entertain

25. squeeze

26. justice

27. tongue

28. dishonest

29. thunderstorm

30. quietly

31. splurge

32. scarecrow

33. creatures

34. broil

35. swimming

36. worried

37. funniest

38. voyage

39. creatures

40. strength

41. symphony

42. blizzards

43. survivors

44. attract

45. quickly

46. realize

47. overflow

48. exercise

49. cough

50. tracksuit

Challenging Words:
51. ingredient

52. equipment

53. experience

54. preferable

55. television

56. celebration

57. humorous

58. amphibian

59. ignorant

60. dumbbell

61. restaurant

62. definitely

63. wrestler

64. immigrant

65. incredible

66. government

67. whistling

68. embarrassing

69. anxious

70. written

71. continue

72. generally

73. schedule

74. announce

75. electricity

76. California

77. neighborhood

78. Olympics

79. throughout

80. woodpecker

81. meanwhile

82. unforgettable

83. frightened

84. expensive

85. appearance

86. politely

87. primary

88. inspiring

89. national

90. monuments

91. discipline

92. hurricane

93. intelligent

94. lighten

95. communicate

96. remember

97. kilometer

98. awakening

99. personality

100. carefully

